High-Resolution CT Of The Chest: Comprehensive Atlas
Synopsis

The thoroughly revised, updated Third Edition of this acclaimed atlas is a valuable aid to interpreting pulmonary HRCT scans, and an excellent complement to Webb, Müller and Naidich’s High-Resolution CT of the Lung, Fourth Edition. Featuring over 900 large images “almost all new to this edition” the atlas depicts the full spectrum of HRCT appearances of diseases affecting the airways and pulmonary parenchyma. The images are all accompanied by telling legends that are much easier to follow than lengthy blocks of text. This edition includes new material on adult presentations of congenital lesions, drug reactions, mycobacterial diseases, smoking-related interstitial disease, and viral pneumonias.
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Customer Reviews

This text is exactly as titled "High-Resolution CT of the Chest: Comprehensive Atlas". It is a good adjunct in the study of CT radiology, but it lack the detail of a primary text like Brant and Helm's "The Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology".

Very good book for the price, not the definitive book on hi-res CT but very good.

Well written text, covering a wide range of pathology. Excellent images throughout Purchased on
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